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In this supplementary, we provide more details for implementation in Sec. 1 and Sec. 2. We then show additional pose-guided image generation comparisons in Sec. 3 and
conduct a human perceptual study in Sec. 4. In Sec. 5, more
application examples are presented. Sec. 6 discusses the effect of semantic map quality on the generated results.

In end-to-end training, with fixed pre-trained semantic
generative network, the appearance generative network is
trained for 50k iterations. The joint optimization is performed with another 50k iterations. The mini-batch size for
Market-1501 is 16.

3. More Comparisons with State-of-the-Arts

1. Network Architecture

In Fig. 2 to Fig. 9, we show more results compared with
state-of-the-art methods on DeepFashion [5] and Market1501 datasets [9]. Our method is especially superior in
keeping clothing textures and generates better body shapes.
Note that besides the state-of-the-art methods in the main
paper, we further compare our method with V-UNet [2],
which does not require paired data in the training process.
However, their results are less faithful to the condition images in textures and colors (especially in the 2nd and 7th
rows in Fig. 5), which is mainly because they are generated
from highly compressed features.

In Fig. 1, we provide details on network architectures of
our semantic generative network (HS ) and appearance generative network (HA ) for low-resolution images (128 × 64
in Market-1501 [9]), respectively. For the discriminators,
2
2
DS , DA and DF share the same architecture C64
− C128
−
2
2
2
s
C256 − C512 − C1 , where Cm indicates a convolution layer
with m filters and stride s.

2. Training Scheme
In our work, we first pre-train the semantic generative
network and appearance generative network in two-stage,
then train them in an end-to-end manner.
DeepFashion [5]. In two-stage training, the semantic
generative network is trained with images for 30k iterations
in the resolution of 128 × 128. The appearance generative network is trained on images of 128 × 128 for 150k
iterations. Then we adopt progressive training strategy [4]
to train the appearance generative network with images of
256 × 256 for 300k iterations with upsampled semantic
maps.
In end-to-end training, with fixed pre-trained semantic
generative network, we train the appearance generative network for 70k iterations on the resolution of 128×128. Similarly, the appearance generative network is then trained for
70k iterations for images in 256 × 256 with upsampled semantic maps using progressive training strategy [4]. Finally, they are jointly trained for another 70k iterations. The
mini-batch size for DeepFashion is 4.
Market-1501 [9]. In two-stage training, we train the semantic generative network for 100k iterations and then train
the appearance generative network for 50k iterations.

4. User Study
We further implement a user study to evaluate our poseguided person image generation results compared with other state-of-the-arts. For each dataset, we perform pairwise
A/B tests to 35 volunteers, and everyone is given 200 pairs
that are randomly selected from the results. In each pair,
the images are in random order, one of which is our result
while the other is from the compared method. Volunteers
are asked to select which result is better without time limitation, considering: (1) correctly change the pose of the person in the condition images, (2) correctly preserve the clothing attributes (i.e., textures, colors, clothing types) from the
condition images to the target images, (3) natural and photorealistic visual quality.
Table 1 shows our user-study results for mean and variance values. The mean values indicate the percentages of
volunteers that select our method as better results in pairwise comparisons. For example, about 92.20% volunteers
think our method generates better images than PG2 [6]. The
variance values indicate how volunteers think differently for
the given pairs. The results in Table 1 illustrate that our
1

Table 1: Results for user study on pose-guided person image generation. The mean values indicate the percentages of
volunteers that select our method as better results in pairwise comparisons.
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Figure 1: Detailed network architectures for images of 128 × 64 in Market-1501 [9]. In appearance generative network, we
employ the deformable skips in [8].
method effectively generates images with more pleasant visual quality than state-of-the-arts.

5. More Application Examples
Clothing texture transfer. More bidirectional texture
transfer results can be found in Fig. 10. We compare our results with image analogy [3] and neural doodle [1]. Our
method successfully transfers the clothing textures while
keeping the clothing types. Besides, natural faces can be
generated with our method, which leads to more pleasant
visual results.
Controlled image manipulation. In Fig. 11, we show
more results on controlled image generation and comparisons with image analogy [3] and neural doodle [1]. By
modifying semantic maps, we can change the clothing types to the desired layout while well keeping the clothing textures.

ground truth semantic labels for DeepFashion and Market1501, we are not able to give quantitative analysis on how
good the semantic maps have to be. Instead, we conducted
experiments with semantic maps under different quality, by
downsampling them with different scales, as shown below
Fig. 12 (2nd row). Our generated results (1st row) rely on
the semantic maps. The errors in semantic maps will result
in unrealistic results, which also can be observed in Fig.10
in the main paper.

6. Effects of Semantic Map Quality
In this section, we discuss the effect of semantic map
quality on the generated results. Since we do not have

Figure 12: Effects on quality of semantic maps.
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Figure 2: Comparisons with PG2 [6] on DeepFashion [5]. Our method generates more natural images with less artifacts, and
is able to preserve clothing textures. Zoom in for details.

Figure 3: Comparisons with Def-GAN [8] on DeepFashion [5]. Our method successfully renders the textures for the unseen
parts in the condition images (the 1st, 3rd rows) and is superior in preserving clothing textures (4th-8th rows). Zoom in for
details.

Figure 4: Comparisons with UPIS [7] on DeepFashion [5]. Our method generates more natural images with less artifacts.
Zoom in for details.

Figure 5: Comparisons with V-UNet [2] on DeepFashion [5]. Our method keeps the clothing textures better. Zoom in for
details.

Figure 6: Comparisons with PG2 [6] on Market-1501 [9]. Our method generates clearer body shapes with less artifacts.
Zoom in for details.

Figure 7: Comparisons with Def-GAN [8] on Market-1501 [9]. Our method generates clearer body shapes, and keeps the
clothing attributes better. Zoom in for details.

Figure 8: Comparisons with UPIS [7] on Market-1501 [9]. Our method generates more natural images with less artifacts.
Zoom in for details.

Figure 9: Comparisons with V-UNet [2] on Market-1501 [9]. Our method is especially superior in keeping clothing attributes,
such as colors (the 2nd row), pants lengths (the 3rd and last rows). Zoom in for details.

Figure 10: More bidirectional transfer results on clothing texture transfer. Left: condition and target images. Middle: transfer
clothing textures from A to B. Right: transfer clothing textures from B to A. We compare our methods with image analogy [3]
and neural doodle [1]. Our method successfully transfers the clothing textures and generates photo-realistic faces. (Empty
spaces are cut off for visualization.)

Figure 11: More results on controlled image generation. By modifying the semantic maps, we can control the image generation in desired layout. We compare our methods with image analogy [3] and neural doodle [1]. Our method shows more
visual pleasant results. (Empty spaces are cut off for visualization.)

